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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 456 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 1.0in.What were Phileas Fogg (a fellow of most
mysterious background) and his new valet Jean Passepartout (who claimed he came from France)
REALLY up to when they suddenly went around the world in 80 days Much more than a wager, as it
turns out, in this exciting new steampunk mystery adventure from James Downard. From
submarines and airships battling on the high seas, to electric weapons and technology even more
astonishing and threatening, Phileas Fogg and his allies play for the highest of stakes in a battle of
wits and wills to keep envious forces from obtaining the secrets of atomic energy, and perhaps even
altering the very course of history. Along the way, in India, Mr. Fogg meets his match and mate in
Aouda, the even more brilliant and formidable sister of Captain Nemo, while gathering as
unexpected a cast of associates as any in fiction. Theres the elderly (but far from passe) detective
Auguste Dupin, showing hes lost none of his skills in the years since the troubled American Mr. Poe
wrote of his exploits in the Rue...
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Reviews
This pdf is wonderful. It really is writter in simple terms instead of hard to understand. Its been developed in an exceedingly simple way and it is just a er i
finished reading this ebook in which in fact modified me, alter the way in my opinion.
-- O llie Powlowski
This ebook is great. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. I am just easily will get a satisfaction of reading through a composed pdf.
-- B r enda n Doyle
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